
The Wisdom of Children 
A homily by the Rev. Angela Herrera 

March 29, 2020 
 
Reading: “To Build a Swing,” by Hafiz  (a classic poem, easily found online)  
 
Today I am returning to our theological theme for the month of March: Wisdom. It’s hard 
for me to believe that I have already preached two sermons this month on this theme, and 
that I did so in our sanctuary and many of you were there. Three and four weeks ago feel 
like a long time ago today. But it’s true: I preached about wisdom on March 1, and the 
wisdom of the world’s religions on March 8. And I had planned, for many weeks now, to 
make this Sunday March 29th a fully intergenerational service, in which we would celebrate 
the wisdom of children.  
 
Well, on Zoom worship, all of our services are intergenerational! That has been a lot of fun. 
And we need some fun right now, don’t we? In fact, coping well during pandemic time often 
requires the kind of wisdom children naturally have—our ability to cope depends upon all 
of us, of all ages, summoning that from within ourselves. And it is there for us to summon, 
because we were once children.   
 
There is a story in Judaism and in Islam that before each of us is born, the angel Gabriel tells 
us all the secrets of the universe, and then kisses us on the forehead, and we gradually 
begin to forget. If you’ve ever held an alert newborn baby and gazed into their eyes, you 
may have a sense of why this proverb exists. Newborns often seem to be filled with 
mystery and with a presence that feels timeless and awakened.  
 
And as they grow, children can be such sages! One of my favorite stories from raising my 
kids was when my son was about six years old. He was talking with me and with his aunt. 
She had just lost an old friend with whom she was very close. Tearfully, she said, “I just 
wasn’t ready yet.” And in a little voice, my son said, “Well, when would you have been 
ready?” 
 
With that simple question, he named something so true about attachment, something so 
helpful to acknowledge about grief.   
 
Sometimes when we think of children, we think of their capacity for resistance. Especially 
when they don’t get their way. You know what I mean. Children can resist. (Some of us also 
retain that, uh, capacity as adults). And yet, I have observed that when families grieve, 
children are often the first to be able to accept what is. Children are adaptable. First 
reactions notwithstanding, children tend to hold onto norms more loosely than adults. 
They are still learning so many things about life and the world for the first time, their minds 
are agile. They are accustomed to being surprised.  
 
Alison Gopnik is a cognitive scientist. And a child psychology and philosophy professor at 
UC Berkley. And she’s a grandmother. She says that a walk through the neighborhood with 
a three-year-old child is like a walk through the neighborhood with William Blake.i (The 



poet and artist). The same three blocks you’ve experienced a million times –and have 
become desensitized to—are suddenly filled with fascinating things. A dog! New shoots 
coming up from the ground! A paper bag that got run over! A rubber band someone 
dropped!  
 
And children are creative. What can we do with that rubber band? It’s a bracelet! A little 
collar for a toy dog! It can be launched at things!  
 
Children have a natural capacity to imagine that things are more than or are different than 
they are. This wisdom persists into the teen years and young adulthood. It’s one reason 
some of the world’s most effective social justice movements have been powered by very 
young people.  
 
Mothers and caregivers and poets and spiritual teachers have always remarked about the 
particular wisdom of children, Gopnik says. Meanwhile, philosophy and science are only 
just catching on, but science has shown that you really can map the different ways 
children’s minds work compared to those of adults.  
 
“One way to think about this,” she says, “is a contrast that… comes from computer science, 
between exploring the world and exploiting the world. So most of the time, as adults, we’re 
in this … state that the Buddhists talk about as being Maya.” Maya is a Pali word that is 
sometimes translated as “illusion.’ It has to do with our limited sense of reality. To frame it 
another way, Gopnik borrows language from Wordsworth who said that “getting and 
spending, we lay waste our days.”  
 
We know what that means.  
 
To be fair, as adults we actually need that narrower focus a lot of the time, in order to 
provide for ourselves and our families. It’s just that right now, the structures and ways in 
which we have done those things are greatly disrupted. 
 
We are in improvisational mode now. We are needing to be creative, curious, adaptable—
to hold loosely to the way things have been and the way they are on a given day. Things are 
going to keep changing. How we long for normalcy to return, for the familiar. The truth is, 
this virus is not going to leave us where it found us. This is very hard. It came on so 
suddenly. But… also… when would we have been ready?  
 
Our reading today was by Hafiz. Hafiz was a poet who lived in Persia the 1300s, in the land 
that we know now as Iran. He wrote “To Build a Swing” almost seven-hundred years ago. 
Last week I said that our ancestors are speaking to us now. Hafiz is one of the world’s wise 
ancestors. He lived to be about 75 years old—that’s three quarters of a century of life, in 
the 1300s. The black plague swept through Persia right in the middle of Hafiz’s lifetime. 
The Black Plague reduced the world’s population by about one quarter (one quarter… one 
out of four). So with certainty, we can imagine that he knew about suffering and about 
things that are beyond our control.  
 



And yet. 
 
This ancestor is telling us, in a playful, almost childlike way, that what we have before us, 
around us, within us, are ingredients. To make something that is our own. We have the 
ingredients to turn our lives into a nightmare. And we have the ingredients to build a swing 
in our backyards for god.  
 
What on earth does he mean by that. He obviously is not talking about some foul tempered 
old man in the sky. Hafiz was a Sufi—a Muslim mystic. His experience of God was an 
experience of the sublime, of love, ecstasy, and creativity.  
 
What ingredients is he talking about? What do we have on hand right now? 
 
I’ll bet you have some of the same ingredients I do. Let’s see. There’s fear. And love. Anxiety. 
And commitment. There is a feeling of urgency. And, also, some time to think. We have very 
serious things to face. And, we need moments—at least moments—to laugh and play. And 
we have other kinds of ingredients: there is the “getting and spending” we must do. And 
there is music. There is disinfecting. And there are flowers on some of the trees outside.  
 
None of these ingredients is wrong. Of course, we are worried. Of course, we feel afraid. Of 
course things are serious and we have things to do. That is appropriate. 
 
But what will we mix? Let’s not mix commitment and anxiety. Let us not commit to feeling 
anxious! And let’s not behave as though we love our fears, feeding them and stoking them 
with a steady stream of the worst news. Instead, as children do, let’s allow feelings to come 
and go. Let’s commit instead to thinking and loving. To laughing and being playful 
sometimes, and music. 
 
I want to leave us this morning with one more reading. It’s from a book of meditations 
called Spilling the Light, by Theresa Soto. I invite you to take a breath and settle, let the 
words land. It’s a poem called Stretch. The poem goes like this: 
 

I confess that I have skipped to the back  
of the back of the book. I really wanted to know what 
or who or how the story went. I told myself that if I  
still wanted to read the rest, then it must be good. 
But that only works for paperback books. 
Life is a little less linear. And still wanting to know 
how the journey will go, I am willing to dance with 
the suspense. What will become of a failure? What  
can be built with an honest mistake? Keep paying 
attention. Keep dreaming and supposing that more 
is possible. We don’t yet know the ending. And if  
you are tired, then it must be time to rest. Staying  
curious is like a muscle. We flex—reaching for what  
we don’t yet know. And relax—leaving space for what  



is yet to come. 
“If you are tired, then it must be time to rest.” That is a kind of wisdom children possess, 
too. Keep dreaming. Stay curious.  
 
So may it be with you and your loved ones this week.  
 
Question for chat rooms: What childlike wisdom will help you today? What 
ingredients will you mix? 
 
 

i Interview. “The Evolutionary Power of Children and Teenagers.” On Being with Krista 
Tippet.  https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/on-being-with-krista-tippett/id150892556?i=1000463472462 
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